CT LASHES PRIVACY POLICY
CT Lashes respects the privacy of all users of their website and handles your private
information as confidential. We are using this information to make sure orders can be
handled as quick as possible in the most efficient way. For all other purposes we will
always ask for your permission regarding the use of your private data. CT Lashes will
not sell your data to third parties and will only share this information with third
parties in case they are involved in the process of handling your order.

Our original webstore by www.ct-lashes.com uses your data in order to offer
the following services:
§ When you place an order, we will need your name, email address, billing and
delivery address and payment details in order to carry out the order and keep you
updated on its status.
§ To make shopping with www.ct-lashes.com a pleasant experience we will,
with your consent, save your personal data regarding your order and use of our
services. This way we can personalize the website and recommend you products
you might like.
§ In case you register an account with CT Lashes, we will save your data
at a Secure Server. Upon registering we will save information like your name,
phone number, email address, billing and shipping address and payment details.
This way you won’t have to fill this information out every time you place a new
order.
§ Data we receive from our website and feedback we receive from our
customers can help us to further improve and develop our website.
§ CT Lashes will not sell your personal data to third parties and will only
share this data with third parties in case they are involved with processing the
order. Both our employees and third parties are obliged to respect the
confidentially of your data.
§ We appreciate the trust you are vesting in us and we will handle your
personal data with the utmost care. When you are placing an order or are
consulting your account, one of the most modern techniques is being used: the
Secure Socket Layer (SSL). You can always contact us in case you have any
questions or doubts about our Privacy Policy. For additional information on your
data or in case you are having trouble changing any of your data you can refer to
our customer service. On the website you will always find the most recent version
of our Privacy Policy, also in case this is being updated or revised.
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DISCLAIMER
The guidelines as described in this disclaimer hold valid for the CT Lashes website
and webstore. Upon using our website(s) and/or webstore you are agreeing to the
terms of this disclaimer.

§ The website www.ct-lashes.com and all its components, with the exlusion
of possible (hyper)links, are property of CT Lashes. It is not allowed to copy it,
publish the website or parts of it as being your own or to save it without the
explicit written consent of CT Lashes. This consent is necessary for both
professional and personal, non-commercial use.
§ All information as shown on our website(s) has been composed by CT
Lashes with utmost care and attention and is being updated on a regular basis.
However, it might occur that information as published on our website(s) is
incomplete or incorrect. CT Lashes reserves the right to change any part of the
website(s) immediately and without prior notification. Both the information and
products are being offered in their current condition, without any (implicit)
guarantee regarding their availability, reliability or suitability for a specific
purpose.
§ CT Lashes is not to be hold liable for damages to your personal computer,
laptop, tablet, mobile phone or any other device used to open the website, which
has occured after visting our website(s) – resulting from (wrongful) use of the
website(s) or, in any other respect, related to (the use of) our website(s) or
stemming from the impossibility to consult (any of the webpages of) our
website(s). While CT Lashes does everything which is in their power to prevent
misuse, they are not to be hold accountable for information and/or messages
which are being send by other users of the internet using their name.

§ CT Lashes is not responsible for the contents of the pages of external
organisations which are referred to. We are not giving any guarantees regarding
the accuracy, correctness or completeness of the information that was displayed
or that was exchanged on this system. CT Lashes does not accept liability
stemming from information as provided by third parties. CT Lashes is
disqualifying every liability for direct or indirect damages, of any kind, which is
resulting from the website.
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§ During your visit to our website(s), general data of your log files are
being saved. The first purpose of this data is to generate statistics on these
visits. However, in case misuse is being detected, we may use this data to
monitor your visit to our website(s) and, in case this proves necessary, CT
Lashes reserves the right to block the access to our website(s) and the services
as being offered without giving prior notice. The user shall indemnify CT
Lashes and employees of CT Lashes from judicial and extrajudicial measures
and costs incurred resulting from the use or misuse of the website(s).

§ CT Lashes reserves the right to terminate their website(s), without giving
prior notice and without any claims to it. CT Lashes is not to be hold liable
for any consequences (damage) following the termination of the website(s).
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